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1. Introduction
1.1 Multimodal interaction as a Creative Tool
The following paper came into thought after the realisation that sound art can be creatively expanded beyond hearing with all of
!"# $"%$"$&# $'"()*(+,,-# $).! # +%/# 01(!# 2 +$ "#
and smell is not part of this paper but could
open up for further research possibilities). The
artworks can use a wide range of automated
or live performed input and output methods,
especially with the usage of biofeedback and
mixed-reality based spatial parameters extending or altering a physical environment. The advent of accessible technology interconnected
with open source communication protocols
such as Open Sound Control (OSC) creates the
possibilities of having seamless multi-platform
systems where sensors, sound and visuals can
communicate with each other in an embedded
environment (Fig. 1). More robust low level integration of technologies, e.g. through shared
memory and full-duplex data transmission, is
offered by emergent innovative C++ platforms
like NAP framework.1
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century but was restricted to research labs. At
present, it has become economically viable to
create modular set-ups. At the current state of
technology, the interaction with these systems
is not always intuitive and natural. Ergonomic design solutions are needed to provide user-friendly experiences in which the artists or
+1/)"%("#(+%#(0%*/"% ,-#'+3 )()'+ "4#5!"#)% "gration of these input and output methods into
one modular system stimulates the sensing in
a way that creates a new language between
the artist and the audience by interconnecting
the virtual and physical space. The concentric
/)+.3+6#7",08#29).4#:;#"<"6',)*"$# !"#(0%("' #
of the described transdisciplinary praxis.

With The Arrival of Oculus Rift2#)%#=+-#:>?@&#
HTC Vive3#)%#A1%"#:>?@#+%/#B0,0C"%$#)%#=+-#
:>?@#2+%/# !"#,)$ #(01,/#.0#0%;#D)3 1+,E&#F1.mented- and Mixed-Reality (VR, AR, MR) created a stir in the audio-visual world bringing a
step closer to more compact MR devices. HTC
Vive could even do room-scale tracking using
two base stations (Lighthouse tracking system)
covering a 5m x 5m area, and now going be-0%/#G6#<#G6#8) !# !"#C).! !01$"#:4># 3+(Hing system. Oculus Rift S and the standalone
headset Oculus Quest (no PC required) introduced the inside-out tracking for consumers in
:>?I&#8!"3"#"< "3%+,#$"%$03$#+3"#%0 #%""/"/#
anymore and the tracking is held by multiple
cameras placed on the headset itself (Fig. 3).
This is done with the help of computer vision
technology, going beyond the positional tracking of the headset with six degrees of freedom.
Hand tracking is also a built-in addition in the
J(1,1$#K1"$ #+$#) #)$#(06)%.#)%#:>:>4#5!)$#8),,#
allow more natural interactions (no need for
VR controllers) so the user can easily interact
with virtual and physical objects simultaneously (previously achieved by a connected
Leap Motion sensor).
These headsets brings closer supplement or
exchange within a physical environment in
which a live performance is held with spatial
visuals, sounds and hand based gestures.

Fig. 2.
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1.2 Transdisciplinary Praxis
Computational developments make the technologies needed for the input and output
methods (biofeedback sensors, head-mounted
displays, speakers, CPUs and GPUs) accessible to a consumer level. The technology was
around, albeit in primitive form, since the last

2. Technology
2.1 Virtual Reality
Mixed-Realitya is stimulating the senses (sight,
hearing, touch, smell, taste) through an illusion, which makes the user believe that relative to physical presence one is situated in
another simulated environment (Virtual Reality) or in a physical environment which is
extended with simulated content (Augmented
Reality). Mixed-Reality is everything in-between, where physical and virtual worlds can
be blended or switched any time.

Fig. 3 Oculus Quest hand-tracking concept
=&'8)*(-$?*1+$<--(3@AA;;;#512-2B)#81+A
;.-8<C0DEFGHIJ8K0G3>#
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2.2 Omnidirectional Sound Environment
The large room-scale application of VR, especially when considering participation of large
audience that move freely within the performance environment, requires a system that
can compute and convincingly project dimensional sound sources in space, without the
sound imaging being limited to a sweetspot.
In parallel to the visual possibilities of VR, this
means not only surround or spherical projection of sound around the audience, but also to
be able to place sounds physically anywhere
inside an environment, amongst and in-between the audience, as well at any distance
outside the physical boundaries of the performance space. This allows to interconnect the
sounds with their visual representation in VR.
4DSOUND4 has pioneered the design of om%)/)3"( )0%+,#$01%/#"%L)30%6"% $#$)%("#:>?:4#
An example of a venue equipped with such

a system is the Spatial Sound Institute5 in Budapest, covering an active listening area of
M>> m2.
High-end omnidirectional sound environments such as built by 4DSOUND with
Omniwave speaker technology come with a
considerable price tag, but more affordable
alternatives have been employed in numerous projects, such as this recently developed
3D-printed omnidirectional speaker by LASG6
and Bloomline AcousticsN that comes at subO?>>#+#')"("4
The 4DSOUND system (Fig. 4) is driven by a
4D Engine that processes discrete audio inputs
matching meta-data of virtual sound source
characteristics and behaviour in space, including position, dimension, rotation and perceptive characteristics. All parameters of the 4D
Engine are accessible via OSC (Open Sound

!"#$L#$LM9H4NM$353-)+$.-$-<)$9(.-!./$912,:$O,3-!-2-)6$P2:.()3-.
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Control), therefore allowing core integration
with other platforms such as VR devices, sensor aggregates and haptic systems.
P) !# !"#3","+$"#0Q#RSTJUVS#L:4>#71), #8) !#
the NAP Framework, new possibilities emerge
for deeper systems integration. Inspired on
game engine architecture, NAP includes powerful rendering capabilities and allows to connect different technologies and domains like
sound, light, kinetics, micro-processors, sensors, mobile etc. In one-and-the-same responsive, stable and durable core. NAP provides
+# !)%#,+-"3# !+ #!0$ $#+#60/1,+3#803HW08#0Q#
$1(!# (06',"<# $-$ "6# +'',)(+ )0%$&# +%/# W"<)7),) -# 8) !# /""'# )% ".3+ )0%# 0Q# $'"()*(# !)3/#
party libraries like ImGui and Faust.
2.3 Physical-Virtual vs Virtual Audio Systems
The state-of-the-art in VR sound is binaural audio with personalised real-time rendering of
the Head-Related Transfer Functionb (HRTF),
delivering a virtual sound space primarily
based on directional cues. An omnidirectional
sound environment offers an interesting alternative with increasing advantage when catering large audience within one experience.
Compared to the built-in headphones in VR
headsets, sound coming from a physical environment around the audience caters for spatial
cues to the listeners that better correlate with
the acoustics of the performance space and as
+#3"$1, &#'"3Q036)%.#7" "3#/"' !E0QE*",/#0Q# !"#
projected sound images. An omnidirectional
sound environment as such represents a virtual sound space projected within or blending
with the physical space one is in. The embeddedness of both audience and soundwaves in
one physical space inherently provides better
to the acoustics of the listener’s bodies; that is,
full body reception of sound waves that propagate in physical space, instead of directional
cues that are exclusively presented to the ears
and thus lack acoustic correlation with the rest
of the body.
Besides the qualitative improvements of the
experience, the omnidirectional sound environment bypasses other limitations of binaural audio applications such as the necessary
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matching of personalised HRFs with the shape
of the individual listener’s auricle to optimise
effectivity of the directional cues; and coherent dimensional projection of the sound sources being limited to sources very close to the
ears, or sources that are dimensionally smaller
or equal to the size of the sound transmitters,
ie. the built-in headphones of the VR headsets.
2.4 Hybrid Audio Systems for Far- and VeryNear-Field Sound Projection
A better alternative for including personalised
spatial audio comes with the introduction of
acoustically transparent headphones that deliver sound through bone conduction. Recently AfterShokzX has been introducing different
models consumer-ready to the market that are
compatible for wireless audio transmission,
although questions remain about the level of
*/",) -#$1(!#!"+/'!0%"$#'30L)/"#29).4#G;4

!"#$Q#$R?-)*3<1GS$;!*)/)33$B1,)I81,:28-!,"$<).:(<1,)3

The ergonomics of carrying such devices is
also to be considered, especially when wearing it combined with a head-mounted display
(except if the bone conductive headphone
is integrated into the VR headset. Current
headsets such as HoloLens or Oculus Quest
are already approaching this technique with
a hybrid solution—they put small speakers
very near to our ears on the head strap itself
which allows to simultaneously hear the real
surroundings and the simulated environment
as well, both spatially. In this respect, the recent Bose Soundwear9 speakers powered with
Bose’s own waveguide technology could be
a valid alternative, with claims made about
!).!"3#*/",) -#$01%/#+%/&#+$# !"-#+3"#803%#0%#

the shoulders, they might increase the participant physical comfort (Fig. 6).

!"#$T#$P13)$912,:;).*$;!-<$()*31,./!3):$(*1U)8-!1,$1?$B!,.2*./$.2:!1$
-<*12"<$;.0)"2!:)$-)8<,1/1"5#

5!"# 7"%"* $# 0Q# )%(,1/)%.# $1(!# !"+/'!0%"$#
could be for reproducing selected sound
sources that are small and happen in the very
%"+3# *",/# Y>4M6# 0# !"# "+3$# 0Q# !"# ,)$ "%"34# T1(!# L"3-E%"+3E*",/# L)()%) -# )$# /)Q*(1, # 0#
achieve within physically installed sound envi30%6"% $4#5!)$#(+%#803H#)%#W1"% #(0%Z1%( )0%#
with an omnidirectional sound environment
that takes over the reproduction once sound
$013("$#!+L"#+#L)3 1+,#/)$ +%("#0Q#[>4M6#Q306#
the perceiver and/or when they exceed the
range of the headphone’s sound transmitters in
dimensionality. As such, the two reproduction
methods driven by one 4DSOUND engine
create a hybrid system that have the potential
0#'30/1("#+#W1"%(-#+(30$$# !"#L"3-#%"+3E*",/#
+%/# !"#Q+3E*",/#0Q# !"#L)3 1+,#$01%/#$'+("4
The complexity of broadcasting audio and
data to multiple individual rendering units
centrally from one sound engine system remains to be considered, as well as the logistics
required to cater individual engines for each
headphone system to render personalised audio in real-time. Nevertheless, advances are
being made to include such micro-engines on
single-board portable computers running on
\+$'7"33-#])#29).4#N;4
2.5 Environmental Sensors
New off-the-shelf single board computers are
now available with the Raspberry Pi setting-up
a standard as a quad-core, USB powered,
GPIO (General Purpose Input Output) device.
The GPIO allow the system to receive HATs
(Hardware Attached on Top) such as Sense
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HAT?> including on a single board: gyroscope,
accelerometer, magnetometer, temperature,
barometric pressure and humidity or the much
more compact Enviro pHAT11 with temperature / pressure sensor, light and RGB colour,
accelerometer / magnetometer sensor and
a 4-channel 3.3v, analogue to digital sensor
(ADC).

!"#$V#$W.3(B)**5$7!$)X2!(():$;!-<$.,$&,0!*1$(YRZ$
connected via Ethernet to a
[RN$=[18./$R*).$N)-;1*G>#

F%# ","( 306+.%" )(# *",/E 3+%$,+ )%.# /"L)("#
(Elektrosluch) has been utilized by one of the
authors (Pierre Jolivet) to fully control an omnidirectional sound environment through the
OSC protocol in the interactive sound installation Mémétique Élucubrations.12 The largescale 4DSOUND environment at the Spatial
Sound Institute was an integral part of the
composition as the audience was required to
navigate through a computer self-generated
analog-to-digital soundscape to experience a
complex auditory alteration of the sound.
2.6 Biofeedback
In parallel, non-intrusive EEG headband like
Muse13 (Fig. 9) are small enough to be integrated with a VR headset (albeit with ergonomic
/)Q*(1, -;#Q03#73+)%E(0% 30,,"/#"L"% $4#F%#JT^#
host could even be set-up from a smartphone
or a tablet for mobility. Neurable14 created a
versatile system incorporating six dry sensors
as a strap replacement but it is restricted to
vertical application due to high equipment
cost. Another interesting and complementary
option is MySignals15 from Cooking Hacks, a
development platform as a shield for Arduino
8) !#?X#'0$$)7,"#$"%$03$4#F3/1)%0#(01,/#"+$),-#
be integrated to a Raspberry Pi or used as a
stand-alone IoT (Internet of Things) device.
Following the steps of the pioneering work of
Alvin Lucier with O(-+2# /'&# I'*'# P"&/'&:"&#
(1965), NUE16 from the Korean Artist Lisa Park
developed a custom communication platform
between MindWave and 4DSOUND through
a custom-built smartphone app that translates
the real-time brainwave data into OSC mes$+."$#Q03#$'+ )+,#(0% 30,#0Q#$01%/#29).4#X#_#?>;4
The work Body EchoesQR captures the inner
movements in the body of yoga-master Aman-

!"#$^#$_23)$E$<).:B.,:$=!,8/2:)3$&J]>
!"#$\#$[!3.$7.*G$-)3-!,"$N)2*19G5$&&]$Y).:B.,:$
;!-<!,$.$LM9H4NMIB2!/-$),0!*1,+),-

da Morelli through a grid of custom-built Arduino controllers and contact microphones
attached to Morelli’s body (Fig. 11), The raw
%0)$-# $01%/$# 0Q# =03",,)`$# 7,00/# W08# +%/#
breath were then linked to the sensor-captured
biodata, sent through OSC to 4DSOUND and
translated to audible spatial movements cor3",+ )%.#8) !# !"#"%"3.-#W08$#8) !)%#=03",,)`$#
body as she performs various yoga positions.
Last but not least, haptic integration presents
itself in the form of a suit conceptualised and
manufactured by a company called Tesla,
6"3.)%.# X># ","( 30$ )61,+ )0%# (!+%%",$# 2 +(173

),"#Q""/7+(H;&#?>#60 )0%#(+' 13"#$"%$03$#260tion tracking) and 5 temperature channels. A
more basic but affordable modular suit (subaG>>;# !+$# 7""%# /"L",0'"/# 7-# 7B+')($?X—a
healthy competition.
3. Spatial Performance
3.1 OSC in Large Room-scale Situation
OSC in large room-scale situation is an approach for a new VR compositional feature,
incorporating procedural and self-generative
art for sound and visuals. As previously stated, technology is now reaching maturity for
a creative implementation within a perform-

Fig. 10. Custom smartphone
H9`$.""*)".-)$B)-;)),$
_!,:a.0)$.,:$LM9H4NM

!"#$%%#$R+.,:.$_1*)//!$
performing yoga postures in
LM9H4NM$;!*):$-1$R*:2!,1$
sensors and microphones.

ing space. The processes could go in multiple
directions using OSC host <-> client as the
'30 0(0,#+$$).%$&#b]$&#$'"()*(#'03 $#+%/#'+ !$#
for communication and can deal with inte."3&#W0+ )%.E'0)% &#$ 3)%.#03#JT^#7,07#27)%+3-#
packaging).
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The software needs to support the OSC protocol internally or via a third-party plugin or
libraries. For example, Ableton Live requires
=+<#Q03#C)L"#2=+<c=T]#Q306#^-(,)%.#dNR;&#]30cessing, Python and Unity needs a third-party
asset to be able to communicate through OSC.
All-in-all, straightforward actions are accessi174

extended with rendered imagery through the
semi-transparent display. Numerous headsets
are needed to include the audience in the experience generated by the audio-visual artists,
which is now a possibility as the cost of the
devices went down (Oculus Quest). A local
high-bandwidth server solution is needed to
!+%/,"# !"# /+ +EW08# !301.!# JT^# 203# 0 !"3#
alternate network communication protocols)
to handle real-time communication between
multiple devices. This technology needs further research and development for successful
and safe implementation.

The OSCular Collection originally from EraserMice bring support within Ableton to OSC as
host and client (Fig. 14). Any OSC feed could
be captured, analysed and processed.
This series of devices are perfect for sound
art or even conventional music with OSC
<-> MIDI conversion, regarding our topic is
it paramount as control streams, especially
for Muse, could be set to manipulate aspects
of 4DSOUND. This could be done directly
with Raspberry Pi based sensors using Python
scripts with value tuning as the data output
may vary (Fig. 13).

3.2 Effective Scalability
Ableton Live is now representing an industry
standard as not only a host for plug-ins but a
platform for software development. Max for
Live devices are programmable add-ons allowing for effects and instruments to be developed
as well as a MIDI/OSC communication tool.

3.3 Geolocational Composition
All the aforementioned preparatory structural
methodology provides a circumspect convergence toward a truly inclusive design in composition with a new medium such as VR, in
combination with sound art and spatialisation.
Not to mention, public inclusiveness intermin-

ble for anybody with beginner-level programming skills. It is quite easy to use OSC as a
structural core for navigating data for a roomscale spatial experience inputting and outputting various data types.
With headsets such as Oculus Quest, it is now
a reality to freely walk around, for instance, in
the sound environment of the Spatial Sound
b%$ ) 1 "# )%# e1/+'"$ # 8!)(!# )$# M>># 62. A virtual representation of the environment is
needed for safe navigation in the space and
the users in it should be also represented via
avatars with their exact locations. Another
solution is the passthrough feature, which can
directly input stereo video stream to the device, in real-time, so the users can be aware
of their surroundings while walking around.
A third solution is to use of augmented-reality
headsets with semi-transparent displays such
as HoloLens or MagicLeap. Within these devices the users can see the real environment

!"#$%K#$98*)),$?*1+$0!:)16$M).:$.,:$P2*!):$R*),.$".+)$.-$H82/23$`1,,)8-$Q$!,$Eb%\
$<--(3@AA;;;#512-2B)#81+A;.-8<C0Dcde(Y(f!c L
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Fig. 14. OSCular receiver capturing
data from Muse and assigning to Reaktor (Curve to Jitter for adjustments)

!"#$%Q#$75-<1,$81:!,"$!,8/2:!,"$
9),3)YRZ$ .,:$ -<)$ H9`$ /!B*.*5$
;!-<$%bbb$:!0!:)*$1,$-<)$B.*1metric pressure integer output
?1*$:.-.$+1:)*.-!1,$;!-<$8/!),-

ing tool for the artist, that lets them design the
spatial composition using freely drawn paths.

need further design decisions by the involved
artists.

The performer is able to draw paths in the virtual 3D space, and to assign Tracers—sound
emitting objects—to these hand-drawn paths.
A Tracer then emits the assigned sound to a dynamic position in virtual space. The performer
has control over several sonic and spatial parameters directly from within the VR. They are
able to manipulate these in real time, making
it possible to create live performances and ex'"3)"%("$#29).4#?N;4#5!"# 00,#)%#) $#(133"% #L"3sion is meant to be used by performers and not
by an audience, but because the environment
is being mapped and extended with real-time
sound visualizations and spatial interactions
beyond the auditory experience, the VR based
visual experience in Tracer could be opened to
the audience as well. Such experience would

Tracer can set a standard for creative integration of VR and sound environments, albeit in
a conventional architecture where the creator
takes centre stage, excluding the audience
from actively taking part in the visual experience. With this paper, we intend to cover an
additional sound art-oriented perspective, not
excluding tools like Tracer but expanding toward a more experiential standpoint to be cen3+,#)%# !"#(3"+ )L"#'30("$$#29).4#?X;4
4. Conclusion
It is now not so far-fetched to imagine an even
higher integration with Internet / 5G connected IoTs for a better and more diverse data
streams (gas sensors, per example, are also
available). The key issue will be cost, as an art-

gled with self-generative, data-driven production. Beside data inputs, for example Spout
can create an intermediary channel for texture
mapping bringing sound, environmental or
biofeedback translation into VR. For notice,
Spout or Syphon as it is called on the Mac platform is currently restricted to a bitmap output
with all the scalability limitation (Fig. 16).

Fig. 17. Tracer OSC
81++2,!8.-!1,$g/1;

3.4 Tracer—Spatial sound composer
VR has been gaining popularity in the game
and educational market and it is now time to
tackle the standard for creative art practices
with such medium. To do that, we have to consider two approaches: compositional and live
performance.
Tracer19 already creates a framework for composition, using HTC Vive. It is an immersive
interface for composers to develop their composition in a spatial sound environment (e.g.:
4DSOUND system) using VR. Tracer consists
of two parts: an Ableton Live set for sound and
a VR interface developed in Unity, which is
translating it to a 3D space. Tracer therefore
presents a somehow extended, immersive interface for composers planning their composition on a 4DSOUND system. It is a prototyp176

Fig. 18. Tracer interface in-situ
.-$ -<)$ 9(.-!./$ 912,:$ O,3-!-2-)$
(Budapest).
!"#$%T#$9(12-$?):$4,!-5$38),)$;!-<$3)/?I"),)*.-):$/!0)$-)'-2*)$+.((!,"$(*1:28):$0!.$.$3),31*IB.3):$7*18)33!,"$3G)-8<
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ist or a community of artists need as much autarky as possible from mercantilism to achieve
satiated potential. This new tactic-in-creation
could see the emergence of a Symbiotic Art,
creating frames of references with ecological
aspects. One can envision compositional output as environmental statements in our current
climatic precarity. An untouched complementary feature is haptics, due to the complexity
(and cost) of a suit aggregating the necessary
sensors. Tesla:> is currently the only company
developing a full-body multifaceted system,
but bHaptics propose now a basic low-cost
modular torso-based product (Fig. 16).
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Pratiques artistiques et intelligence machine
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#2! 0-20! 345(67#0! "5%04"#! -! -4$$1! "(22%! 8(*/#! 9! "#$! /(4&#/#20$! -*01$0134#$! )'4$! *%:#;18$!
comme le software art!341!*#.*(4)#<!=(//#!'5-!%=*10!>2?#!@*2$<!"#$!-=01&10%$!341<!A dans le
!"#$ %&$%'($)*)%(+% ,)!-#,$%"$%(&.#/#+(0%,$)&-#1+2)%$2+%-!3+4#&2%/-#)#5$+%1$-%(+%(&.#/#+(%6+)%
son impact culturel)1 ».
Aujourd’hui la programmation continue d’être
employée pour concevoir des oeuvres d’art
génératives mettant en scène des processus
émergents à travers l’écriture d’algorithmes
permettant d’attribuer des comportements à
des entités informatiques2. Elle est aussi employée pour concevoir des dispositifs artistiques qui continuent d’interroger l’impact
culturel des logiciels, en accordant de nouvelles formes de visibilité à leurs interfaces,
mais aussi aux données avec lesquelles ils permettent d’interagir.
Les pratiques artistiques qui associent l’écri)$-+%"7,(.&-#)8 +1%9%$2+%-!3+4#&2%5$#%'&-)+%1$-%
les données que notre société génère se sont
multipliées. Cette multiplication s’explique
en partie grâce aux nouvelles méthodes d’apprentissage statistique associées aux technologies numériques et qui permettent aujourd’hui
d’imaginer de nouvelles façons d’explorer et
de visualiser de larges quantités de données.
L’apprentissage statistique est un champ
d’études de l’intelligence machine qui s’appuie sur des approches statistiques pour doter
les ordinateurs de capacités d’apprentissage
à partir de l’analyse de bases de données et
l’écriture d’algorithmes évolutifs. L’apprentissage machine est aujourd’hui utilisé pour effectuer un large spectre d’opérations telles que
l’analyse et l’indexation d’images et de vidéos,
la reconnaissance de la parole et de l’écriture
manuscrite, ou encore, l’étude de marchés.
Le recours à l’apprentissage statistique a permis
aux artistes d’automatiser l’analyse de larges
quantités de données textuelles, visuelles et
1&2&-+1% ,:2% "+% '-&"$#-+% 2&2% ',1% 2!/+11,#179

rement de nouvelles connaissances, mais de
proposer de nouveaux modes d’agencements
et de lecture de ces données. Ces nouveaux
agencements sont parfois porteurs d’un discours critique vis-à-vis de la .(4&#*2#/#20-'1té algorithmique, concept qui vise à expliciter
la façon dont les algorithmes imposent une
gestion des sociétés à partir des données que
partagent et génèrent des individus au contact
des technologies numériques.
Intitulée Hacking Monopolism Trilogy 6;<<=>
;<??@, la série de travaux réalisée par Paolo
Cirio est un exemple de ce discours critique
qui prend forme à travers l’exploitation de
failles de sécurité, et qui vise à collecter d’importantes quantités de données gérées par trois
des principales entreprises mondialement reconnues pour leurs capacités de stockage et
dont les services web comptent aujourd’hui
le plus d’utilisateurs : Facebook, Amazon et
Google.
Mais le travail de Paolo Cirio ne s’achève pas
sur cet acte de collecte. Par exemple, le projet
B-=#!0(!B-=#6((?!6;<??@0%/&-!,(#1!%,A+/%B(+1sandro Ludovico dans la série Hacking Monopolism Trilogy, va être l’occasion d’analyser,
à l’aide de *%$#-4;! 2#4*(2-4;, les données
publiques appartenant à plus d’un million de
'-&:(10%",21%(+%C$)%"+%-+.-&$'+-%',-%/,)!.&-#+1%
les photos de portraits collectées3.
Les catégories choisies font référence à des
)-,#)1%"+%/,-,/)D-+%6"-*(+0%E,/#(+%9%A#A-+0%"&$40%
malin, etc.@%5$#%&2)%'$%F)-+%,11&/#!1%9%;=< <<<%
portraits. Elles ont été combinées avec les données collectées par l’artiste pour créer un site

